The confusions created by the term of postmodernism are quite a few and the contemporary artists cannot yet precisely determine this artistic current, as valuable as the ones before it, because it is still developing. Nevertheless, the second half of the XXth century, when referring to art and social aspects, is marked by eclectic forms of aesthetics. Critics tribute puritanism in regard to art, but it is an everchanging form of expression, and so it escapes the sole definition. That is why there are always hybrid forms of art and these are the roots of postmodernism.
Imprecise and vast, it assembles some particularities which are recognizable in contemporary art. In his study Romanian Postmodernism, Mircea Cărtărescu, referring to the second half of the XXth century, admitted: "If not immediately after the war, anyhow during the late '60s (probably the turning year might be considered the well known 1968), the practical world, the everyday world, suffered obvious transformations. They were so deep that despite all the illusionist solutions taken by certain communities or societies, they became a global phenomenon. From communism to the Islamic world, from the African totalitarian regimes to the ultraconservative Asian societies, everyone felt the same phenomena, tightly linked together, which soon led to a new kind of international community, called 'the planetary village ' by Marshall McLuhan." 2 So that is one of the engines fueling the world of the second half of the XXth century. Now, the ideas circulate around the globe, issues regarding lifestyle become the concern of people from all over the world. Technology invading life facilitates the mediation of these ideas and interchanging them with more ease. Information races in real time to the farthest parts of the globe.
Mass-media, through all their forms, impose a new lifestyle for the contemporary being, a unified, typified way of living, which offers only few changes every day. Music and fashion design are the first which have englobed the new ideas, and these two are always different from the national trend, annihilating every attempt made by the individual to make things according to the world from which he derives. And so, a huge trap called imitation opens up, leading to uniformization, which actually separates the individual from the identity of his own culture. No matter how one chooses to look at these things, whether disparaging in order to destroy authenticity, or positively universalizing, they manifest constantly and cannot be ignored.
Alvin Toffler talked about this in his study Future Shock, stating the fact that the rhythm of life is accelerating, things change at an amazing pace and so analyzing a phenomenon cannot occur when it ended, because it never ends, a new phenomenon taking its place. A consequence of this fact is the reduction of immediate knowledge to what usually happens around the individual. And so, the mass culture arises, the imitation game, templates, partial loss of originality, the distinction between art and kitsch.
Postmodernism seems, through its manifestations, the most uncertain current. Entering the world of the theatre, one may notice that things are still as confusing and uncertain as the postmodern way of living. However, nowadays partisans of rigorous form and conservatory artists coexist peacefully with creators which lead their art to imprecise hybrid forms, trying to change dramatic art.
After the '70s, theatre exists in different forms, adapted and similar to the times of its development or outside time, in dutiful searches of artists. Rather than judging these tendencies, we shall focus on what it is called the postdramatic theatre, parallel to the conventional form of art, without stating that conventional means outdated. As it happens, the theatre show will not always start with a written text and will have the potential of dozens of possible meanings and turnouts, through performance, happening, bodypainting, installations etc. On the other hand, written text will change too, and the most obvious way is fragmentation, specific to cinema. Of course, understanding fragmentation is not new to postmodernism, but it becomes a mark of it.
The action of a text can happen in many different spaces, may prolong in a vast period of time and, moreover, the same text can gather different stories, all linked by an idea. Obviously, the predilection for social issues is a mark of the current times. Very often, themes are punctual and dated, voicing a community, an ethnic group, with small resonance in other parts of the world.
When discussing the means of creating a theatre performance nowadays, things are varied and complicated. The theatre show nowadays mingles every art form available and mixes techniques. The actor, necessary to the conventional theatre, may be replaced by a hologram, by a moving image, or by a mixture of music and light.
Without deviating from the theme of study, we shall try to understand postmodernism through the eyes of Romeo Castellucci, and by unraveling his art, we might understand one of the paths of performative art since the '80s. In one artist one may find different hybrid forms of understanding the world. Castellucci formed as a painter in 1981 and graduated the painting and scenography program at Bologna Bell'Arte Academy. Very soon he initiated the Raffaello Sanzio Association and started creating impressive theatre shows. His crew consists of Claudia Castellucci and Chiara Guidi, which have helped him create light designs, costumes and gather performers for his productions.
Critics say his works are tribute to image theatre, to the visual theatre, but what he proposes to his audiences is far more than that. The way in which his shows come to life is amazing. His creations are pleading against the written text. There's a paradox in each of his shows, a mixture of violence and poetry, because "The audience must be shattered in the depth of its soul" -one of his slogans.
Reading his interviews, an essential thing draws our attention, that is the tendency of bringing each audience near an extreme situation. That is why the images he proposes, the symbols ostentatiously inserted in the show, or smartly hidden, incite the imagination or tickle the aggression of each and every mind. That is why one of his favorite subjects is religion, brought to the present day, in order to find a reason for our fear in the deepest meaning. In 1999, Castellucci makes Genesi. From the Museum of Sleep, based on the Bible, which centers on characters from the Bible. Adam and Eve's children run into a white stage, while the mother breastfeeds her baby. But among her children there's Cain, who recalls genesis through the eyes of the one who will murder his brother. That is where contemporary tragedy is born, as Castellucci explains sin -a long series of negative emotions to which we irrationally respond even nowadays.
The return to the biblical myth contributes to shaping the pre-tragic theatre, as the director calls it, and that is why most of his theatre shows have an iconoclastic meaning. Often, biblical images stand out, reinterpretations of sacred characters or situations, which may seem to be profanity, but are rather contemporary versions full of poetry. The interest for the past is characteristic to Castellucci's work and the feeling of tragedy seems to be a part of the '80s generation, which strongly embraces postmodernism. "Tragedy is a refined aesthetic form", the director says, and this leads to a closer look to this genre's themes and marks. The phenomenon which took place in Ancient Greece is unrepeatable and complete, so Castellucci isn't trying to equal it. He admits in an interview: "There's nothing more beautiful, more powerful, more scandalous or more profane than Greek tragedy. It represents the absolute measure of aesthetics and occidental philosophy."
A postmodern technique of creating theatre, which involves taking the audience as part of a purification ritual requiring total dedication, is the prolonged duration of a performance. Also, the sequel of performances, in different cities of Europe. Endogonidia Tragedy is one of these shows, which consists of 11 performances under the same title, each developed in a different city, such as Cesena, Avignon, Berlin, Bruxelles, Berge, Paris, Rome, Strassbourg, London, Marseille. Creating this project took 3 years. With indefinite images, suggesting the specificity of each location, the performances have no comprehensible meaning, but rather appeal to the instinct, lacking a story. They have a powerful dynamic, and, as Castellucci admits, his objective was to establish a conflict between the stage and the audience, rather than creating a conflict between actors performing, because it has a much greater impact. There's a paradox in the title itself: endogonidia refers to endo genesis, meaning the reproduction of cells within other cells, that is to say selfreproduction, and tragedy -dramatic genre which ends with a catastrophe. One may relate to a contemporary view upon tragedy, in relation to self-destruction, the paradox of continuous life and death. A significant theatre show is the reinterpretation of The Divine Comedy by Dante Alighieri, created by Romeo Castellucci, a wordless performance, a theatre of images which exceeds spatial or temporal meaning. "Hard to say how much of Dante's imaginary was found in that wordless story. Romeo Castellucci is a poet himself and all his creations bear visual emotion. He writes with the bodies of actors and dancers, with music parts and images which, put altogether, produce in the soul of the viewer what one might call a primary emotion. Nobody knows what kind of feeling this is, when one sees a performance by Castellucci, why certain images from the stage push hidden buttons of the soul. But it isn't important to understand where the emotion comes from." 3 Maybe the most tensed moment of the show is the scene where the almost naked man climbs the Papal Palace in Avignon, a climb which creates a certain tension for the audience, similar to the one created by a circus acrobat, performing a dangerous jump. In this way, the limit of emotional comfort is tested, because the performer risks his life and creates vivid emotions, he himself living the energy of the maximum focus moment. Once on the rooftop, the man throws down a ball, probably stuck there, and a boy catches it. He took back what belonged to him, he rekindled the spirit of youth through a common metaphor. Here's the poetry of contemporary spirit, regaining common values, a lost humanity, by simply remembering the child within. And so, the dantesque itinerary becomes an immediate dimension.
Of the three components of Dante's Divine Comendy, a special place in Castellucci's creations is reserved for the Inferno, most of the songs being reinterpreted, while The Paradise and The Purgatory have lesser meaning in his creations. The Inferno opens with another proof of postmodernism, because the director appearing on stage and presenting himself to the audience makes him vulnerable and solemn in the same time. Just like Dante, he proposes an itinerary through the stages of this hell, but differently, because the location of the story transcends into an emotion. Romeo Castellucci will say "Everybody experienced hell as a state of mind", so there is the key to understanding his creation. Fragmented and reassembled, every image becomes contemporary and true.
Dressed in a protective suit, Castellucci is torn by a pack of dogs, but by retreating to a fetal position, he escapes the danger. So, there's another spring of the contemporary tragedy: the instinct unraveled. Coming to a four-legged position, he will earn the skin of a wolf placed on his back. Then, on the stage appear a group of condemned people, children trapped in a glass cube -a hell of the innocents -couples of women and men who try to touch each other but fail, people falling from balconies like angels. After these sketches of the contemporary human being, comes a character who presents himself as being Andy Warhol, this Vergilius, reclaiming the castastrophe of contemporary art. The audience is to blame for the becoming of art, for its intolerance or indifference, for the diminished critical reaction, and that is why Castellucci dresses the stage into a huge white cloth which covers the stage and the audience altogether. A piano will be set on fire, the condemned will try to find each other screaming "Where are you?", the child with the ball will kill an old man, a white horse will pass through the stage, covered in blood, three firemen will bring a burnt car on the stage, from which Andy Warhol will come out and will take pictures with the audience. The ending is as shattering as the dantesque one. If the final part of the Inferno Dante says: "We have come out to see the stars", in Castellucci's imagination this scene is translated into contemporaneity: he brings out seven TV sets in front of The Papal Palace in Avignon, each screen containing a letter of the word étoiles (stars). Four of them will fall and the three lefts will contain the word toi (you). You are responsible for this hell, person from the audience, it is your inferno.
The Purgatory, the second part of Castellucci's trilogy is closest to the well-known theatre form, the Italian cage where the fourth wall becomes invisible. But even so, postmodern elements of construction arise. Constructed in three parts, the first and last consisting of realistic actions, subtitled by synonymous explanations or interpretations, while the second part is constructed in the back of a screen, where there will be passing flowers. Although Dante's Purgatory describes a long period of time, but not an infinite one, it is a transit space for the souls to prepare for The Last Judgement. Castellucci takes this prolonging of Inferno and justly attributes a laziness of action which seems to take place continuously.
Similarities with Dante's writing are hard to find, apart from Castellucci's interpretation. In a bourgeois house, an apparently normal family is living. The father comes home and starts playing with his child. He puts on a silicone mask and a cowboy hat and then goes to the child's room. The audience hears the child's screams and lines such as: "Open your mouth!", "A little more!". It is interesting how this scene is happening outside the stage, as in the Greek tragedy, and the audience can hear and imagine the action. When it is over, the father comes downstairs with scattered clothes, takes off his mask and starts playing the piano. A hurting music haunts the audience and his face betrays his guilt, his exhaustion, his condemnation. His actions become a sin for which he is not solely responsible. The child, covered in blood, comes downstairs and cuddles in the lap of his father, telling him: "Don't be frightened. It's over!". A possible mark of the passing of time is the presence of flowers: white irises -connection between spiritual and earthly energies, symbols of purification in the long road, red poppies as a mark of forgetfulness, of atonement, bamboo suggesting sin. Despite all these images, there's a third image of the father franticly moving as though he has an epileptic episode, while his teenaged boy tries desperately to make him feel better.
What does guilt mean today? What does purgatory mean today? These are questions that naturally arise in the ending of this part. Claudia Castelluccci understands Purgatory as "a space in which the father manifests his disastrous power of self-sufficiency. The main evil is life, the original sin, the original sin being the fact that the father gave life to his son.". And "the Purgatory isn't the space where the son atones his guilt as to transcend to Paradise." Than what is it?
The Paradise is the most sensorial part of the trilogy shown in Avignon. Constructed as an installation, a route performance, it takes the audience into complete silence, in a world where presence lacks. The music of the spheres reminds of the dantesque angel harmony, the sound of water as a life-giving force surrounds the Paradise. Light is equally important in these spaces, and the Celestine Church chapel, which recurrently appears in this creation, will surprise with a wonderful element -a piano surrounded by still waters. The director describes the state of mind which he hopes will induce to his audiences as "A melody of Paradise which embodies deep sorrow. It is a metaphysical journey. It expresses purity, the purity of a perfect crystal." 4 Romeo Castellucci is an artist surrounded by postmodernism and his creations subscribe to the modern meaning of stage directing, because the forms used in his art are varied and complex. The syncretism of arts, breaking and reinventing conventions when needed, fragmental, route performances installations with images and symbols are the new ways of creating theatre. He also recreates classical operas in a postmodern way, regarding the future as a duty of the present. If Dante calls upon Vergilis, Castellucci owns a tribute to Warhol. What is essential is the ambiguity of theatre creation, as it gives no resolutions, it doesn't have a precise ending. As part of postmodernism, resolving the situation lies in the hands of the audience. The audience is responsible for the survival of tomorrow's art.
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